
Chinese I, II,III & IV Placement Information 
Jesuit High School 

 
Our placement tests occur in April. We do not expect 8th grade students to be competent in all of these areas by April, but they should be familiar and comfortable 

with them by the time they start their high school Chinese class in the fall.  
In order for an incoming student to move on to the next level, they must demonstrate proficiency in the following areas: 

Proficiency is assessed through our Placement Test, which consists of writing and listening and/or speaking about these areas 
 Required grammar Suggested Grammar & Vocab topics Textbook used 

Chinese I * Pinyin spellings and tones. 
* Basic strokes,  stroke order,  the formation of  
  Chinese characters 
* The meanings of basic radicals.  
* Set phrases regarding  
* Word oder in questions and declarative sentences 
 * Positive and negative statements 
* Questions words: where, who, what, when, why 
* Tag questions, yes/no questions,   
* Personal opinions ( likes and dislikes)  
*  The word order in times and dates 
* Adjectives fuction as predicate 
*Position of time phrase in a sentence 
*All modifiers precedes the nouns  

*Basic Greetings *Numbers  *colors 
*Classroom expressions 
*Family relationship  
*Exchange simple personal information such as name,  
   grade level, family members…. 
*Express simple personal opinions 
*Measure words 
*Types of drinks 
*Name of some countries, occupations, locations. 
*School and class related words.  
*Time related words.  
*Daily routines and activities 
*Transportations 
*Types of garments 

Integrated Chinese Level 1, part 1 

Chinese II *Comparative sentences 
*Reduplication of adjectives 
*Reduplication of verbs 
*Complements (resultative, directional, potential,  
                              descriptive )  
*Actions indicating time  
*Complement of degrees  
*Complex noun phrases, the order of modifiers 

* Commands and bǎ (把)sentences 
* Point of times Vs. period of time 
* Frequency and duration of time 
* Passive-voice sentences 
*Describe the sequence of several events 

Everything from Chinese I  
*Weather types-give a simple weather forecast 
*Body parts- Describe someone 
*Cold, flu, and allergies-Seeing a doctor 
*Direction words, more location words- give directions. 
* Rooms- write apartment rental ads. 
* Dishes, flavors, and seasoning- Order food in Chinese  
    restaurant. 
* Common sports-describe a sport  
*Travel related words- describe itinerary  

* More masure words 
 

 

Integrated Chinese Level 1, Part 2 

Chinese III *Complex sentences  
*Give comments  
*Discuss pros and cons. 

*Express big numbers in Chinese (millions, billions)。 
*Present opinions and explain reasoning   
*Make logical arguments 
* Rhetorical questions. 
 

Everything from Chinese I & II 
* Clothing and shopping  
* On campus vs. off campus 
* Chinese geography (major cities, province, tour spots,  
    geographical features) 
* Emotion words. 
* Chinese idioms 
* Computer, tablets and internet 

Integrated Chinese Level 2, Part 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
Names of high school courses 
 

 
 

 Required grammar Suggested Grammar & Vocab topics Textbook used 

Chinese IV *Chinese major holidays and when they occur 
*Conclusion of optative/modal verbs 
* The usage of different conjunctions  
* Noun suffixes 
*Formal or informal expressions. 
* Words in spoken form and words in written forms 
 
 
 

Everything from Chinese I, II & III 
*Vocabulary for holiday customs and celebrations 
*Healthy diet and life style. 
*Environmental protection & energy saving 
*Investment and manage wealth  
* Synonyms & antonyms 
*Significant people in Chinese History 
 

Integrated Chinese Level 2, Part 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


